The lantern so far has found tens of thousands of satisfied users, mainly
in Africa. It arrived there through ordinary sales channels as well as partly
subsidized through projects. In the long run, solar light is known to be
cheaper then petrol light, but the up frond investment necessary for cashpurchase of solar lanterns was found to be beyond the means of most
rural households.
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Depreciation of the Light4all lantern against the traditional kerosene lamp
is 6 to 8 month. We have now developed a pre-pay system of buying
solar light. This creates the possibility for all rural households to have
access to good quality electric light, which is why we have called it the
LIGHT4ALL Lantern. With pre-pay light, customers pay for the light they
use and the eventual purchase of the lantern is done with the same small
payments, and this hire-purchase will eventually result in ownership –
“Rent2own”. The most important goal is that many consumers receive
real access to electric lighting for study or (domestic) work, for socializing,
good health and generally improved quality of life. Secondly the proper
use of solar energy must be promoted to ensure long life of the lantern,
avoid loss of products and unnecessary guarantee claims, and to ensure
that retailers earn enough to be able to invest in further growth. Finally
project-overhead was to be minimized and technological measures were
applied to avoid wrong use or fraud.
Desired light must be paid in advance (pre-paid). For this procedure a
wireless communication point, where credit can be sent to the lantern,
is developed. Light credits are uploaded and at the same time there is
the possibility to obtain information on the use of the lantern. Statistics
can be received wirelessly to support management and educate people
on the proper use of the Light4all.

LIGHT4ALL PrePay LANTERN

Light4all is an innovative and intelligent way to bring electric lighting to
rural areas. The Light4all lantern is based on an existing lantern
combined with advanced and robust management technology.

LIGHT4ALL PrePay LANTERN
This wireless point can be a portable terminal or a system
fixed on a central location in a community. The portable
system will be controlled by a (travelling) retailer who is also
responsible for collecting payments. Retailer must dock the
system to charge its battery and to allow amount of credit
and statistics for every lantern to be sent through internet to
a project server. The fixed system is connected to internet
directly through GPRS; hence it is able to transmit statistic
data more often and report wrong use earlier.
Lanterns being within range of this system will communicate
on a timely basis. Credit could be upgraded remotely and
sent wirelessly to lantern, making it attractive for sponsors
like relatives or foundations. If the user has access to a
mobile phone he may buy light rights with SMS-payment or
through the *#- code-system, depending on telecom
provider. The fixed system could also act as wireless internet
connection for the portable system when retailer has no
other access to internet.
Abuse is be prevented through electronics inside the
lantern and the solar panel where one processor controls
all functions. The processor controls devaluation and
upgrading of credit and switching off light when credit is
insufficient. Even if a technically skilled person breaks seal
it will not be possible to activate light without acquiring
light rights. The same applies to the separate solar panel;
invisibly sealed electronics prevents improper use of
generated energy. Technically this principle is comparable
with the best immobilizers in cars.
The Light4all doesn't just give light. The light can be
adjusted to bright and dim light, the last being an important
feature in rural households. A mobile phone can be charged
from it as well as a radio, but consumed energy will be paid
with light rights.
Data statistics collected provide feedback and user
profiles can be made. The impact of the Light4all on rural
households can be measured in terms of number hours of
electric light used, providing indicators for the quality of
life of a rural household or the on school performance.
The data could also be used to educate the user to use the
lantern correctly. A battery that is not charged every day will
have a strongly reduced life. The number of on-off actions
and chosen dim-level influence wear and maintenance cost
as well. Communication will be simple when a lantern is
coupled with a mobile phone number; if it is not, verbal
feedback could be given when credit is upgraded.
Statistics will be transmitted through internet and could
then be aggregated and visualized by the project server.
This way, clearly and automated will be shown how
successful the whole project is. This server also provides
coded credit centrally, so that codes could only be used
once. The server could also manage and guard microcredit
made available to retailers spreading the Light4ALL.

GB Technical Specifications
Indicators
One three-colour led for battery power indication:
Red: empty
Yellow: low
Green: full
2 times 7 segments display to display % of prepaid
The indicator blinks during charging and is continuously on
when the battery is full or when the lamp is on. The indicator
blinks fast when the electronic unit is overheated. After a low
voltage disconnect, the led lights up red for 10 seconds
before turning off. When charging has stopped during the
night time, the led glows dimmed green when the battery
was fully charged during the daytime.
Switches
Two pushbutton switches are used to select the required
light level.
On/off switch
: selects level (4.3W) or off
Dim switch
: 4.3W => 2.5W and too high
level 6.1W and so on
Connection
In connector
:Jackplug for recharging or
communication
Out connector :Jackplug for power output (max
0,5A@12V)
Lamp type
Tube
: 7W/21 PL-Tube
Light settings
: 6,1Watts and 2,5 Watts
Luminous Efficiency
:43,5 lm/W ±10%
Intelligent high-efficiency converter protected against tube
short circuit, open circuit and overheating. Quick-start
electronics provide longer lamp life. The intelligent
converter keeps power consumption stable within 1,5%
independent of battery voltage.
Power supply
Built in 12 Volts / 3,2 Ah sealed battery
charge capacity up to 7 Watts
Voltage
:12Volts nom., 7
Volts min.,30V max.
Stand-by power consumption
:<0,6 mA
Battery charging system
Float voltage
: 14,0 Volts at 25°C
Boost Voltage
: 14,4 Volts at 25°C
Low voltage disconnect
: 11,4 Volts
Low voltage reconnect
: 12,6 Volts
Temperature compensation: -5mV/K/Cell
Battery charging system
Float voltage
Solar panel
Open circuit voltage
Short circuit current
Specific voltage
Current at Vspec
Maximum power
Dimension

: 14,0 Volts at 25°C
Asi 2,5
Asi 4
: 22,5V
22,5V
: 200 mA
300 mA
: 14,5 V
14,5
: 166 mA
248 mA
: 2,4Wp
3,6Wp
:308x186 mm 308x308 mm

